TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

HISTORICAL:
- Original 1873 Post (now missing)
  - 90" Hem S 20° E 12.4 HS (now missing)
  - 26" Hem N 60° W 50.1 HS (now uprooted mound)
  - No scribing visible
  - Same #’s & set post

CONDITION
- Poor
- Very Old
- Spruce post
- Scribed “1/4”“ Found beside 1/2”
- Spruce post by unknown party

FOUND:
- 1971 placed corner tags
  - 1/2” School Mark Spruce
  - I propose unrecorded 10 years ago
  - Scribing 1/4 S, 5.58 P = 12 feet
  - Probable BT, not exposed = my new N 184 BT

COMMENTS:
- Very old remains of fence. Runs east

REWITNESS

SET: 2” IP/PE over found 1/2” IP marked per sketch

BRASS CAP

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS:
- Corner is 19.4’ west of fence post in N/S
- Fence line = 115’ south of creek. I lay found spruce limb alongside corner pipe.
- 1971 cement & tile on corner

IN THE PRESENCE OF:
- Allen Duncan RS 793
- Gale Arthur
- George Lurley

DATE: 2-17-69

PHOTO:

TITLE:

* = County corner tag affixed.